The International Fairway Tractor is doing an economical job of maintenance for the Dubuque Country Club, Dubuque, Ia. Note the rolling course over which it works.

“Fuel and Oil Consumption of the FAIRWAY Is Below Expectations”

“Our International Fairway Tractor uses 7 1/2 gallons of fuel a day,” reports Alfred F. Smith, superintendent of grounds at the Dubuque Country Club, Dubuque, Ia. “Its fuel and oil consumption is below expectations. We mow 45 acres a day with the Fairway and a gang of seven mowers, cutting a swath 16 feet wide. This tractor is very easy to handle and has a lot of power.”

The increasing ACCEPTANCE of the International Fairway Tractor is proof that it meets the requirements demanded for golf-course and park work. Users know that when RESULTS are needed, it is good business to put the Fairway on the job. Ask the nearby Company-owned branch, or dealer, for a demonstration.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
(Incorporated)
606 SO. MICHIGAN AVENUE  ::  CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Cuts Without Cutting Up!

This year, put Goodyears on your tractor and mowing machines right at the start.

Then you can cut the grass without cutting up the lawns, walks or fairways.

On these big rolling cushions you will save time, money and temper. You can drive over walks, bridges, roads, lawns, fairways, gravel without damage.

Let the Goodyear dealer near you demonstrate.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, INC., AKRON, OHIO

GOOD YEAR

ALL-TRACTION TRACTOR TIRE
Worthington Gang Mowers beautify your course
...Save Time, Trouble and Money

SAVES MONEY: They give longer tire life, better traction and save the cost of reconditioning packed turf, because they are the lightest tractor of equal horse power on the market...and the weight is equally distributed on all four wheels. Fuel costs are minimum.

YEAR ROUND USE: When Worthington Tractors are not being used for mowing, the power take-off is used to run compost mixers, power sprayers, rotary brushes, pumps and saws, as well as the sickle bar attachment...think of the labor and money savings.

EASY TO BUY: Our new monthly time payment plan makes it easy to pay as you go for equipment that pays for itself in labor savings. Strong, powerful...beautifully designed...you'll be proud to own a Worthington Tractor.

Worthington Mower Company
Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania

Send now for catalogue showing how to cut costs...and save time and trouble.
Convenient Hand Adjustment and Simple Lubrication Method

(1) Handle for simple hand adjustment screw.
(2) Filler plug for grease.
(3) Level plug for grease. Filler plug is removed and grease poured in up to level plug. Has to be done only twice a season.

Worthington Cutting Unit
Saves Time, Trouble and Money

No tools are required to adjust the cutting unit. This makes it easy for the operator. He is saved many skinned knuckles. A long, hard, dirty job is made clean, easy and rapid. This time saving hand adjustment is an exclusive Worthington feature.

Send now for catalogue showing how to cut costs . . . and save time and trouble.

MORE SAVINGS: Close-up of power take-off showing convenient belt attached for use. A pulley is supplied as standard equipment to operate belt with four ranges of speed. Gear shift for power take-off is easily operated from driver's seat.
SKINNER SYSTEM BROADWAY SPRINKLER IN ACTION

A FEW OF THE NUMEROUS COUNTRY CLUBS

which just now are in the process of installing Skinner System Fairway Irrigation:

HERSHEY COUNTRY CLUB, Pennsylvania
MIAMI VALLEY COUNTRY CLUB, Dayton, O.
MIAMI BEACH COUNTRY CLUB, Florida
TEDESCO COUNTRY CLUB, Massachusetts
HOLLYWOOD GOLF CLUB, New Jersey
NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY Country Club

The better clubs choose Skinner System. Write for Golf Manual No. 236.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO., 415 Canal St., Troy, Ohio

* Use QUICKMAIL coupon No. 36 to answer this ad *

FACTS

buyers of turf fertilizers found wise to consider

While the storm brewed we were price conscious . . . not VALUE conscious. But now we view the matter of turf maintenance with a truer prospective. To get full value in a turf fertilizer, determine these points:

1. Will it supply plant food in early spring when your turf needs it most?
2. Does it encourage root growth as well as top growth?
3. Can you be certain the plant food won't be "locked-up" in the soil and then released in excess in mid-summer, causing lush growth?
4. Will it enable you to maintain a desirable soil balance?

The photograph above is revealing! The plot on the left was Vigoro fed; center plot was fed a product having the same guaranteed analysis as Vigoro; plot on the right was fed a product having more nitrogen but lacking sufficient quantities of minor elements. See the better results Vigoro, the complete plant food, gives.

We offer a special recommendation service to golf courses, based on a comprehensive survey and analysis of your soils. The many analyses and formula made by Swift make an impartial recommendation possible. Let us test your soil and tell you about

SWIFT'S SPECIAL GOLF FERTILIZERS

and the New Granular VIGORO

Complete plant food

Swift & Company Fertilizer Works, Chicago, Ill.

* Use QUICKMAIL coupon No. 34 to answer this ad *
First came steel... then COP-R-LOY

Greens Committees who look ahead for returns on irrigation investments are invited to consult leading engineers who use COP-R-LOY Pipe. This is the famous copper alloyed steel pipe pioneered by Wheeling nine years ago. It has established a new standard of durability in pipe—for more dependable performance and for more economical operation through longer years of service. Wheeling Steel Corporation, Wheeling, West Virginia.

COP-R-LOY
Pipe

It's Wheeling Steel
A Golf Special Tractor Trailer Hardie Sprayer

This Hardie sprayer is especially engineered for operating with golf and fairway tractors. It is a rugged, powerful outfit, but weight has been kept at the very minimum, providing extraordinary mobility, light draft and great ease in handling.

Built in 3 sizes, delivering from 9 to 15 gallons per minute at pressures from 300 to 600 pounds, this Hardie is available in sizes to meet every golf spraying task. The rubber tired wheels run on specially designed roller bearings. Weight and cost of engine are eliminated as the tractor engine operates the sprayer by means of power take-off. This is only one of many specialized Hardie golf sprayers providing the most economical and efficient application of pest control solutions to greens, trees and shrubs, liquid fertilizers, tonic solutions and weed killers. Ask your equipment dealer or write for catalog. The Hardie Mfg. Company, Hudson, Michigan, Portland, Ore., Los Angeles, Calif., Kansas City, Mo., New York City, Brockport, N. Y., Jacksonville, Fla. Export Dept., Detroit, Mich.

HARDIE DEPENDABLE SPRAYERS

The SUPREME COURT of Golf Club opinion rules that SCOTT'S SEED is UNEXCELLED FOR QUALITY.

1541 clubs, representing one-fourth of the total number in the country, have thumbs up for Scott's Seed. Ask for prices. You will be surprised to find that the best seed costs little more than the ordinary kind.

O. M. SCOTT & SONS CO., Marysville, Ohio

Scott's
SCOTT'S SEED makes BEAUTIFUL TURF!

Answer above ad with QUICKMAIL No. 20
PLANNING an irrigation system? Do you know that the carrying capacity of ordinary water pipe shows a marked decrease in five or ten years? And that your sprinkler coverage falls off accordingly?

Yet, there is a sure protection against this danger. Install Transite . . . the modern water pipe. An asbestos-cement product, it is permanently immune to tuberculation, the internal corrosion responsible for decreased carrying capacity in ordinary pipe. Transite maintains its high delivery capacity indefinitely . . . keeps pumping costs low! A statement proved by its record in thousands of miles of water service throughout the world.

And check these further advantages: Prompt deliveries. Fast, economical installation with unskilled labor—so that even if you start late in the spring, the course will be ready for the heavy playing season. Then, too, its high resistance to corrosive soils means virtual freedom from maintenance.

In every respect, therefore . . . Transite, which costs no more than ordinary water pipe, is your best assurance of lasting, trouble-free service on irrigation systems. Why not get full details? Send for our free brochure. Write Johns-Manville, 22 E. 40th St., N.Y. C.
SPEED UP PLAY WITH THE ALLIED 2 BALL WASHER

Allied Two Ball Washers speed up play on the course, because they are faster . . . are preferred by players because they are easy to use . . . and absolutely splashproof. Two over size brushes, with genuine palmetto bristles, rotate in opposite directions to wash off all dirt . . . actually scour the balls clean without affecting their finish. Sturdy, cast aluminum construction, rust-proof and wear-proof, guarantees lasting and economical service. Send handy QUICK-MAIL coupon No. 7 today for complete details and prices.

STANDARD GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT

THE "GUARANTEED" LINE

FLAGS—Fast color wool and cotton fabrics—for Green, Fairway and Special Uses.

POLES—"Quality" seamless steel, also hi-grade ash and wood.

PUTTING CUPS — "One-Piece" cast iron and aluminum patterns.

HOLE CUTTERS — "Cuts-True" type with scalloped, saw-tooth or plain cutting edge.

BALL WASHER—"Six Ball" rotary type—also Rack, Retriever and "Ball-Brite" Cleaner.

MARKERS—All styles for Green, Fairway and Tee.

SIGNS—Yardage, Direction, Regulation and Entrance.

Write for big 8 page Bulletin No. 37 just off the press.

STANDARD MFG. COMPANY
Cedar Falls, Iowa

STAUDE
GENERAL UTILITY TRACTOR

It is remarkable that a small investment of from $495 up will buy such satisfactory service but over 2,000 golf clubs are enthusiastic over the performance of the light weight, powerful, speedy Staude. Low original cost, economical operating costs, slight upkeep expense and negligible repair cost. The satisfactory Staude has been manufactured continuously since 1916 and is sold on a money back guarantee.

* Buy from Ford Dealers or Write Direct to Us.

E. G. STAUDE MAK-A-TRACTOR CO.
2696 UNIVERSITY AVE., ST. PAUL, MINN.
It is a fact that practically all the championship courses in this country maintain their smooth, ribless greens with hand-pushed mowers... and it is equally significant that a great percentage of these finer courses use the Pennsylvania Super-Roller Greens Mower.

Proved in competitive tests on numerous golf courses all over the world as the precision machine for the creation of the finest possible putting greens... high-speed cylinder with 8 blades of finest steel. Interchangeable aluminum rollers. Cylinder runs in dust-proof, self-aligning ball bearings. Train of three cut gears are dust-protected. Alemite lubrication. Width of cut is 18 inches, height can be regulated to cut between 1/4 and 1/8 inches. Stay-Tite Handle.

Always the outstanding value in the fairway mower field, the DeLuxe Pennsylvania now steps farther ahead of the pack with a machine that does the work of a giant yet treads as lightly as a kitten. The new 36-inch Fairway cuts a 20% wider swath than conventional mowers—and while it performs its labor, fuel- and time-saving feats the pneumatic tires protect the unbreakable frame and the turf. Truly a piece of equipment which is worthy of your investigation before you decide on the purchase of any new grass-cutting equipment.

USE QUICKMAIL COUPON No. 21 FOR LITERATURE
1/6 the labor

-- says this Pittsburgh, Pa.

Our operation shows that two men can screen in one day the same amount of material that these two men screened over the vertical machine in six days. We would, therefore, say that the amount of labor necessary is about one to six.

WESTMORELAND COUNTRY CLUB,
Wm. M. Frank, Chr. Grs. Comm.

ROYER user!

Investigate the ROYER

... if you want to save time, labor and material in making compost.

Get your information direct from the clubs using ROYERS if you want proof of compost savings backed by actual, accurate cost records. Let us send you a list of users—today. You'll get a quick idea of how much more it is costing you to make compost without a ROYER.

Sold thru leading Golf Equipment Dealers

ROYER

FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.

BROWN PATCH GETS THE BOOT!

FROM FUNGOl

THE MOST POWERFUL LOW COST FUNGICIDE AND VERMICIDE

FUNGOL is the high power remedy and preventative for Large and Small Brown Patch as well as Soil Vermin. There is a big difference between this fine, safe product and just ordinary fungicides... both in efficiency and application costs.

The extra big covering capacity of FUNGOL is your saving. Each pound treats 3,500 to 7,000 square feet of Green.

Note—FUNGOL also contains extra chemicals for control of Earthworms, Sod Webworms, Cutworms, Grubs, etc., and supplied at no extra cost to you... a big economy item.

Write for special literature and free testing sample.

MCCAIN BROTHERS CO.
CANTON, OHIO

For Better Greens and Fairways at Lower Cost

Individual blending service. We select varieties best suited to your soil and climate. Write for Details.

* F. H. Woodruff & Sons
Milford, Connecticut
Bella Rose, L.1. Toledo, O.

WOODCO BRAND GRASS SEED

Answer above ad with QUICKMAIL No. 6